Project Name: Fitz Bldg Grnd add Elec Directories PN 19_137403
Type of Original Notice: Request for Documented Quotes
Notice Number:

Day of Week and Date of Issue: Monday, October 28, 2019
ADDENDUM 1

QUESTIONS/RESPONSES:

1. Detail 4/A2.02 Lockable Wood Frame and Cabinet states to “match existing wood”. Please supply the species and cut, i.e. rotary, plain sliced, rift of that species that we are required to match? Please note that many of the old species cannot be matched due to the use of a later generation of trees.

   **Response:** Intent is to match existing adjacent wood within reason. Successful bidder will need to provide samples for match but price Plain Sliced Mahogany.

2. The drawings appear to show the use of veneers and hardwoods, yet the specifications state no veneers. Please clarify – are veneers acceptable?

   **Response:** Veneers are acceptable except at edge components as stated in the specifications. Specification 064023 Interior Architectural Woodwork Section 2.2 MATERIALS A. Wood Products: 1. Wood species and Cut for Transparent Finish – Modify to read “Wood to match adjacent existing wood on doors and wood column trim.” rather than Solid Wood. Use of veneers is noted in subsequent sections of the specification.

3. Advise the finish and sheen to match the existing wood.

   **Response:** Successful bidder will need to provide samples for match but price clear finish and satin sheen.

4. In lieu of an answer to the above questions, provide a LF allowance so that all bidders are creating an apples to apples bid.

   **Response:** Please see above for responses to questions 1 through 3.

There were no further questions.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Due date and time for Documented Quotes is extended to **Thursday 10/31/19 at 2:00 pm**

END OF ADDENDUM